Temporal Networks with Alternatives were proposed to model alternative and parallel processes in planning and scheduling applications. However the problem of deciding which nodes can be consistently included in such networks is NP-complete. In this paper we study a tractable subclass of Temporal Networks with Alternatives that covers a wide range of real-life processes, while the problem of deciding node validity is solvable in polynomial time. We also present an algorithm that can effectively recognize whether a given network belongs to the proposed sub-class.
INTRODUCTION
Temporal networks play a crucial role in modeling temporal relations in planning and scheduling applications. Temporal Networks with Alternatives (TNA) [1] were proposed to model alternative and parallel processes in manufacturing scheduling. Basically, TNA is a directed acyclic graph with nodes corresponding to activities, arcs corresponding to precedence (or in general temporal) relations, and where the input and output branchings in nodes (fan-in and fan-out sub-graphs) are annotated either as parallel or alternative branching. The input parallel branching for node x means that all direct predecessors of x (branching nodes) must be processed, while the input alternative branching means that exactly one direct predecessor of x must be processed to allow processing of x (and similarly for the output branching). These branching relations describe how the processes are being joined and split. The P/A graph assignment problem [1] is defined as a question whether it is possible to select a subset of nodes satisfying the above branching constraints. In practice, it corresponds to selecting a subset of activities describing a single process among alternative processes. This problem is NPcomplete if some node is pre-selected [1] .
In this paper we propose a restricted form of TNA which we call Nested Temporal Networks with Alternatives. This restriction is motivated by real-life manufacturing scheduling problems where the network of alternatives has a specific recursive topology similar to Temporal Plan Networks [3] or TAEMS formalism [2] . The main contribution is a new algorithm for recognizing and reconstructing the nested structure (useful, if the user specifies the branching constraints locally) and a new constraint model describing the branching constraints. This model achieves global consistency in polynomial time which implies tractability of the above mentioned assignment problem. It also allows construction of more efficient constraint models for over-subscribed scheduling problems or problems with alternative activities.
NESTED GRAPHS
When analyzing TNAs modeling real-life processes, we noticed that a process has usually one start point and one end point and the process network is built by decomposing meta-processes into more specific processes until non-decomposable processes (operations) are obtained. The meta-process can split into two or more processes that run in a sequence, or run in parallel, or form alternatives. The parallel and alternative decomposition has the same topology; they only differ in the meaning of branches. Definition 1 formally describes this topology that we call nested.
Definition 1:
A directed graph G = ( {s,e}, {(s,e)} ) is a (base) nested graph. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, (x,y) E be its arc, and
is also a nested graph (x and y are called principal vertices and z i branching vertices of corresponding fan-out and fan-in sub-graphs).
Notice that a single decomposition rule covers both the serial process decomposition (k = 1) and the parallel/alternative process decomposition (k > 1). To distinguish between parallel and alternative processes we need to carefully annotate each node by input and output label which defines the type of branching (fan-in or fan-out sub-graph). Definition 2 adds these labels.
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Definition 2:
Labeled nested graph is a nested graph where each node has (possibly empty) input and output labels defined in the following way. Nodes s and e in the base nested graph and nodes z i introduced during decomposition have empty initial labels. Let k be the parameter of decomposition when decomposing arc (x,y). If k > 1 then the output label of x and the input label of y are unified and set either to PAR or to ALT (if one of the labels is non-empty then this label is used for both nodes). Figure 1 demonstrates how the labeled nested graph is constructed. In particular, notice how the labels of nodes are introduced (a semicircle for PAR label and A for ALT label). When a label is introduced for a node, it never changes in the generation process. It is possible to show that if we interpret the labels in nodes as identification of parallel or alternative branching then we obtain a TNA. Due to a specific topology, we call the graph a Nested TNA.
Recognizing Nested Graphs
It is easy to show that there exist TNAs which are not nested. Hence, an interesting question is whether we can efficiently recognize whether a given TNA is nested. We propose an algorithm that can recognize nested graphs with time complexity O(n 2 ), where n is a number of nodes in the graph. The graph is represented by sets of direct predecessors and successors and input and output label of each node. The algorithm reconstructs how the network is built by identifying repeatedly the most inner sub-graph resulting from a single decomposition step according to Definition 1 and contracting the sub-graph into a new arc until a graph with a single arc is obtained. remove nodes z L from the graph 8.
remove nodes x, y from Q (if they are there) 9.
add arc (x,y) to the graph (an update succ(x) and pred(y)) 10.
if |pred(x)| = |succ(x)| = 1 then insert x to Q 11.
if |pred(y)| = |succ(y)| = 1 then insert y to Q 12. end while 13. if the graph consists of two nodes connected by an arc then 14.
stop with success 15. else stop with failure
Tractability and Constraint Models
The main motivation for introducing nested graphs was to make the P/A graph assignment problem tractable for Nested TNAs. We can reformulate the P/A graph assignment problem as a constraint satisfaction problem in the following way. Each node x is represented using a Boolean validity variable v x , that is a variable with domain {0,1}. If the arc between nodes x and y is a part of some parallel sub-graph then we define the constraint v x = v y . If x is a principal node and y 1 ,…, y k for some k are all branching nodes in some alternative sub-graph then the logical relation defining the alternative branching can be described using the following arithmetic constraint v x = j=1,…,k v y j . It is possible to show that existence of a feasible assignment of validity variables satisfying above constraints is equivalent to the assignment problem for the original graph. Unfortunately, arc consistency does not guarantee global consistency of the above-described basic constraint model so search seems inevitable. Assume a simple graph with two alternative branchings that are modeled using as . If the decomposition is parallel or k = 1 then we add constraints v y = v z i into the constraint model. Assume now that the decomposition is alternative and k > 1. It means that arc (x, y) was either part of no branching or part of alternative branching. In the second case, without loss of generality let us assume that x was the principal node of that alternative branching and y was one of the branching nodes. Now, we add a constraint v y = i=1,…,k v z i . It is possible to show that the feasible assignments satisfying the nested constraint model are exactly the feasible assignments satisfying the basic constraint model. Moreover, the nested constraint model is Berge acyclic which has the consequence that arc consistency implies global consistency. Hence no search is necessary to find a feasible assignment and the P/A graph assignment problem can be solved in polynomial time (arc consistency is polynomial).
CONCLUSIONS
The paper proposes a recursive definition of temporal networks with alternative processes, shows how to recognize this structure, and presents an efficient constraint model for describing the branching constraints. For solving real-life problems this model can be naturally combined with other constraints such as the constraints modeling temporal and resource restrictions. [2] Horling, B., Leader, V., Vincent, R., Wagner, T., Raja, A., Zhang, S., Decker, K., and Harvey, A. The Taems White Paper, University of Massachusetts, 1999.
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